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I dissent from the Tribunal's decisions holding 

that it lacks jurisdiction over certain claims in case 

Nos. 51~ 121, 140 and 293. I concur in each of the 

Tribunal's decisions to retain jurisdiction over claims, 

not. only for the reaf3ons set forth in the majority 

opinions, but also for the reasons I discuss in this 

opinion. 

Article II, paragraph 1,, of the Declaration Of Th 

Government Of The0 Democratic And Popular Republic Of 

Alger:ia Concerning The Settlement Of Claims By The 

Gove1:mnent Of The United S.tates Of America And The 

~~~~~Sett.1.~~~11.~ I.lecJ.ar~at~o11'11~/. provides ... c,.s ~ol~«=>~s : 
An interna.-tional .arbi tral. t:ribunai (the 
Iran-United States Cl.aims Tribunal) is 
hereby established for the purpose of 
deciding claims of nationals of the 
United States against Iran and claims 
o·f nationals of Iran ·aga.inst the United 
States.,. and any counterclaim which arises 

· ················· ., ... ,, ...... , ..... , .... ,ou:i:···,·,c:rf· .. ··'ener···s·~me····c··o·n·tra·ct·,••·,,tran·s·act·±·o·n .. ···•o·r·········· 

1:./The Claims Settlement Declaration and the Declaration 
Of The Government Of The Democratic And Popular Republic 
Of Algeria ("General Declaration 1') shall collectively be 
referred to as the 11 Algiers Declaration.s" or 11 Treaty. 11 

The Algiers Declarations constitute a treaty under._inter-
national law. Weinbercrer v. Rossi U.S._, 71 L.Ed. 715 
(March 31, 1982). 



occurrence that constitutes the subject 
matter of that national's claim, if such 
claims and counterclaims a.te oatstanding 
on the date of this ;._greement, whether 
or not filed with any court, and arise 
out of debts, contracts (including trans
actions which are the subject of letters 
of credit or bank guarantees), expropria
tions or other measures affecting property 
rights, excluding claims described in 
Paragraph 11 of the Declaration of the 
Government of Algeria of January 19, 1981, 
and claims arising out of the actions of 
the United States in response to the con
duct described in such paragraph, and ex
cluding claims arising under a binding 
contract between the parties specif ica.lly 
providing that any disputes thereunder 
shall be within the sole jurisdiction of 
the competent Iranian courts in response 
to the Majlis position. 

The Tribunal has selected a number of cases in order 

to determine, whether it shou.ld sustain Iran's challenge 

to the·· jurisdiction of the Tribunal. over certain claims 

on the .. ground~ that such claims arose under· "a. binding con-· 

tract between the parties. specif icall.y providing that any 

disputes thereunder shall be wi.thin the sole jurisdiction 

of: the competent Iranian courts . " 

Ciaims:. $e.ttlement Declaration requires. that the Tribu:naL 

determine whether a contract c·la.use designating rran as the 

sole, forum- is enf.orceable, and that in view of the. unrebutted 

. ...evidence, __ bef ore ___ ,:t;he ___ Tr il?,_~::t?:~J..., ..... ~-~s=-~: .... ~-----~-~~?:~-~- _ ~-~·• u~=-:1~?.::.~_:::::?:·~e : ......... ,, .. , ... 
. Ac.co.:r:di.nq·ly, :t. ccnc) .. ude,. tha.t the. · ... ':t;;-;pµ:rie,~.9'.9~~ nc:i:t: .. • .... ) .. o~ .. ~· ... j.µ;is:'"' 

o:r: the· forum-selection la.nguage contained in Article !I, para

graph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration. Even if such 

a clause could divest the Tribunal of jurisdiction, the 
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majority has overlooked, in certain respects, that in 

order to do so, the clause must "specifically" provide 

that all disputes be within the "sole jurisdiction" of 

"competent Iranian courts."I/ 

It is important to recognize at the outset, that 

the Claimants and the United. States submitted evi-

dence concerning the negotiating history of the treaty in 

question and relevant conditions in Iran. International 

tribunals apply liberal standards in accepting and consid

ering evidence. Indeed, one authority has written:- "In 

international procedure . evidence is always admitted 

·upon being duly presented in accordance with the time li

mits fixed by the tribunal; i.t will only be excluded upon 

a showing by the,party challenging it of a specific ground 

requiring such: action .. " Sandifer, Evidence Before Interna

ti.onal Tribunals 179 (rev .. ed •. 1975) 0c In the instant 

cases, Respondents did. not raise: any evidentiary objections 

to the evidence submitted by Claimants and the Onited 

____ _____,,__S.tat-es-~a-ndc-:--subttt.ted~v-~rtua-.l-~-----:ne~---ev~denee-----0£-~-m-e¼r-~----

-cThe=-'IT±buna1.~d=-n-at=-_r_-a-jec_t~---an¥~----aEth~e, ______ e~-i-de-nc~==S=U-b_-m±tte·~d-____ :_-----

by tha Cia.imants and. the Uh.i.ted. States. As· I. shall dis-

cuss, however, the Tribunal. did not act on the record 

before it. 

2/ .. ~: It shoul.d ~.e_ no.tad .that.. many clai.ms d,o n.o.t. arise . . . ....... . 
··· under an express contract.· and are thus ·not: affected by 

the. ruling of. the majority.. See also infra at. n. 9. 

]/The Respondents offered only unauthenticated documents 
concerning "the Majlis position." 
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The majority not only gave no weight to the evidence 

submitted, but did not even take into account Respondents' 

failure to produca evidence, which failure should have 

resulted in the drawing of inferences adverse to Respondents.ii 

Moreover, the majority's legal conclusions are un

supported by any legal citations. It is disappointing that 

the majority opinions are so devoid of factual and legal support. 

The Treatv Requires the Tribunal to Determine the 

Enforceability of the Forum-Selection Clauses 

The language of the Treaty and the evidence before 

· the Tribunal establish that the Parties gave the Tribunal 

the task of determining whether a forum-selection clause 

in an agreement. is enforceable. 

In:_ referring to contracts containing Iranian courts 

clauses, the parties. inserted the word "binding" to modify 

the word "contract •. " By virtue. of .'U:'ticle 31. :i:,aragraph l, 
' 

the 1.969 Vienna Convention. on the Law of Treaties (entered into 

for~~a-an~arv~2~~-Ha-~~:reprinted::==n~-s--=rn--c·1 l. Le~crf-----l'tl'i,o4a~.,'EF"--_._:q+• ----c:::s~ .• ~---~~~

---. §~~(=-1.:9::~~:t:::t ~e::f~~e~ec.ll~eaft_e~ ac~~i-e:n~a--c-Genv-en:tc:::i:en:. o-n_th-e. .. __ . _ 

Law of Treaties (1969) ") --- which ,:on,,ention· both Iran and 

.£!Ralston, The Law and Procedure of International Tribunals 
225 (rev. ed. 1926); Sandifer, Evidence before Internation.3.l 
Tribunals 115, 147-154 (rev. ed. 1975). The procedures 

······ .. ···•·--··-····· .. --.. -- .. ut·:;1:;·:£z·ze&-··by-.. ··the··--·Tr-±brm·ad:;:·-------in••.•·t!he--·--·d-et·e:l:"'mi:a-a-~·i-e·n·--·e-f,·· .. t-!::i:i.s'•• .. az•a••se•-----····,,--- ........................ , ................ . 
were, I believe, incorrect and prejudicia.l. to the Claimants .. 

··Tner·~esp'onden~s -·f•ailea·· to··· rile ·therir··bri~f-s·-i:n.- · thee: time-.,··· 
s.pecifiE:!4 by .the '.I'ri.bun.al ... clnd.did, .. no.t appE:!a;: .... at· .. t,.t,.E:! ...... , .. · ···.· ··.····.· ··.···· 

'hearing\ Oespite this·· flagrant viola:tiOn of Tri.burial orders,·· 
the Tribunal permitted Respondents to file. briefs after 
the hearing. Thus, the Claimants, at the hearing, were 
unable to deal with points raised bv the Res-oondents. 
Although Claimants were able to reply in writing, their lack of 
an adequate opportunity to rebut Respondents' contentions at 
the oral hearing deprived Claimants of a. right to a meaningful 
hearing, which should be provided pursuant to Tribunal rules 
and orders. See Provis ionall v Adooted Tr·ibunal Rules ( here
after "TribuntlRule ( s) ") 15 ( 2) and 25. 
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the United States agree can be utilized in connection with 

the interpretation of the Algiers Declarations the word 

"binding" should "be interpreted in good faith in accordance 

with [its1 ordinary meaning . in [its] context and in 

the light of [the Treaty's] object and purpose." 

The word "binding 11 should be given meaning. To say 

that the word has no significance suggests that the parties 

inserted a word for no reason and with no intent. This 

approach would conflict with a basic principle of treaty 

interpretation. In the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Case 

(Jurisdiction) [1952] I.C.J. Rpts. 93, 105, The Inter-

national Court of Justice enunciated the general principle 

that "a treaty text resulting from negotiations between 

two or more States,11 should in general be "interpreted in 

such. a.way that: a. reason and a. meaning can be attributed 

to evecy word in- the text. 1151 ~ also Fitzmaurice, The 

Law and Procedure of the International Court of Justice, 

1951-54, [ 1957] Brit. Y.B. Int' l Law 203, 222 .ii The 

word "binding" can and therefore shollld. be_ inteJ:l)_r_e_tad_ ___ ~ 

~/The Court had no occasion to apply this general principle 
in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.- Case itself, since the text the 
Court was interpreting was "not a treaty text, 11 but "the 
result of unilai:eral cil:"~:Ei;:i.ng by the. Government of Iran'' 
which "inserted,· ex abundanti cautela, words which, strict-
ly. speaking] .. may. seem tQ h'1-ye been superfluous .. II ... Id. . ....... . 
In contrast, the language of the Algiers Declarations 
was the result of negotiations between the two States. 

6 I" [No 1 word in a cont;act is to be rejected or treated as 
~ redundancv, or as meaningless, or as surplusage, if any 
meaning which is reasonable and consistent with the other 
parts can be given to it, or if the contract is caoable of 
being construed with the word left in." 17A Cornus-Juris 
Secundum §308 at p. 162 (emphasis added). 
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The word "binding", in its context, must :i.ave been meant 

to refer to forum-selection clauses. Applying "binding" 

to the whole contract, as opposed to a particular clause 

therein, would lead to absurd results. In many cases, 

Iranian respondents have asserted that the contracts in 

issue are illegal, forged, invalid or terminated. Hence, 

if the word "binding" referred only to the entire contract, 

before the Tribunal could find it had no jurisdiction, it 

would have to consider substantive issues in order to 

determine if the contract is "binding."l/ Thus, the 

majority is correct in rejecting this interpretation of the 

word, for such an interpretation·would lead to "a result 

which in the context is objectively and manifestly absurd 

or. unreasonable." Waldock, Law of Treaties, II. Yearbook 

of the International Law Commission 57 (1964); see Vienna 

Convention_ on the Law of_ Treaties (1969) Art. 32(b) .. 

In contrast, interpreting "binding" to refer to a 

forum-selection clause, wou.ld provide a sensible and lo-

· -- analogous"-prov±s±ons-areagreements0 that-"are--s-eparab-1-e- ··· - -

from thecontracts in which they are found. Courts often 

refuse to enforce a forum-selection clause while not in

validating: the entire contract, since the clause only deals 

······················-············ , .. wa.;.,t.a, ...... 13:a;,e-···~·:£1S~·&r· .. ,,c,o'l:1 .. r't: ........ to· .. ,.,eens .. 3;•de-F .. ··-·d-i .. s-'?u-t-e·s-·-·--ev·e·:r···· .. the--.. -co·n--· .. ,· .. ,, .. .. 

clause, remains "binding 11 after the contract obligations have 

been breached or found invalid, TriDunal Rule 21, garagraph 2, 

11rt has been contended that under Iranian law a binding 
contract is one that cannot be terminated. See Civil 
Code of Iran §§184-189 (Sabi trans., 1973). -



thus, in effect, rendering such a clause separable from the 

contract. See Restatement (Second) of Foreign Relations Law 

of the United States §153(3) (1965). 

That "binding contract" refers to forum-selection 

clauses is further confirmed by observing the relationship 

between Article II, paragraph 1, and Article V of the 

Claims Settlement Declaration. Article V, which guides 

the Tribunal in its choice-of-law decisions, instructs the 

Tribunal. to take into account, inter alia, changed 

circum~tances." 7a/ The doctrine of changed circumstances 

is often invoked. in connection with judicial determinations 

of whether to give effect to contractual provisions 

relating- to the choice of forum. §.!!., e.g., Carvalho v. 

Hull Blyth (Angola), Ltd (1979} 3 All E.R. 280; Fisheries 

Jurisdiction Case (1973] I.C:.J. Rpts. 1, 33 (sep. op. 

Fi.tzmaurice) • 

··~·•·~~·~~-~That~the~ part±es::::-to=the Treaty~gave~m~~z-...J.,....~~~. ~-~::11=================== 

. · .................. · .t~_task=of:::=dete:rm:i~i:n-g.--t~~e.~e~f~e-st-~0~£-fornm.'t-•---s:Je:a::1te~c ........ ··~tt~,;;1.~o~ni=:· ====~=~== 
clauses upon its own jurisdiction is consistent with the. 

"object and purpose" of the Treaty, which was to give 

broad, jurisdiction to the' Tribunal in. order to bring 

. :···.·-·-··.l..' .. : ... _·. -· ·,· ..... :··· .. 

.l!/A.rticle v· pr.ovides. that "Tt]he Triburia.l. shali2fecide>•• •··· 
· all cases on the. basis of respect. for law, applying 

such choice of. law rules and principles of. commercial 
and international law as the Tribunal determines to be 
applicable, taking into account relevant. usages of the 
trade, contract provisions and changed circumstances." 
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"through binding arbitration." General Declaration, 

General Principle BS/ 

An interpretation of the Claims Settlement Declara-

tion which results in the automatic exclusion of claims 

based-on contracts containing Iranian courts clauses, thereby 

requiring municipal courts to determine the enforceability 

of those clauses, would not only be contrary to the 

general principles set forth in the Treaty, but would 

result in an unwieldy process for the resolution of 

claims. Under such a process, the Tribunal would first 

have to decide if. the contract . containing the forum.

selection clause is "binding," for if "binding" does 

!/General Principle B of· the General Declaration 9rovides 
as foll"ows: 

It is the purpose of both parties, within the 
framework of and pursuant to the provisions of the 
two Declarations of the Government of .. the Demo
cratic and Popular Republic of Algeria, to terminate 
all litigation as between the Government of each 
party and the nationals of the other, and. ta bring 

---------<.4a~b~out the settlemen~~termination of a~such~--------
claims through binding arbitration. Through the 

---=--=--=---=-----_-_-__ p.:ocedu.r~-s~:~icd.ed~:i..n~.h.e~~1a.r~~t~:.o.n:..r==~.J.¾tc.j_.n-g-· -----____ -____ -___ -__ -__ -___ -__ -__ 
to the Claims Settlement Agreement, the United 
Statesagrees to terminate al.l legal. proceedings 
in G:nited States- cou:.rts--•-i-nvcl.ving· claims of----
Uni ted States persons and institutions against 
Iran and. its state enterprises, to nullify all 
attachments and judgments obtained therein, to 
prohibit all further· litigation based on such 
c·laims, and to bring about the termination of 

··-·· suc::n c::Ta1.ms···-Enrougn· binding ···arblt.ration.·- ····· -·---·--- ···· --·-· ...... 

-· ·-. · ··- -··-··--· -~::~;~g~~f e~~~~~!~~:!~!~~~~:::s!~~~~;~~~~i:~~~ng··········· 
-···· neutral. or Libeial. sta.nd.a.rd··· in determining its own·· 

jurisdiction .. · ~ Commentary on the Draft Convention 
on Arbitral Procedure Ado ted bv the International 
Law Commission, U.N. Doc A CN 4 92 45-47 (1955); 
Simpson and Fox, International Arbitration 72-74 (1959). 
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not refer to the forum-selection clause, then it must 

refer to the whole contract. If the contract is "binding" 

and it specifically provides that disputes are to be 

resolved solely in the courts of Iran, then that portion 

of the claim arising under the contract would have to be 

asserted in other courts, and those courts would have to 

decide if the choice-of-forum clause is enforceable. 

Those portions of claims or alternative claims not. arising 

under the contract containing the Iran courts clause 

would remain with this Tribunal.ii Since various 

portions of claims could then be heard both in.national· 

courts and the Tribunal, there would be a significant possi

bility of conflicting rulings and later· problems concerning 

enforcement of judgments. In. short, to refer to other 

courts the· issue of the enforceability of the forum

selection clauses. will not result in the hoped for termi

nation of all claims through binding arbitration., but 

·rather in interminable, costly and duplicative litigation 

in various. fora. 

Tha application of the word "binding" to forum

selection clauses rather than to the whole contract is the 

only reasonable interpretation that leads to a result 

·---------···············"····'·'······ 

alterriati.ve to a. Claim or possible claim for brea.ch of a 
written contract are not affected by any choice-of-forum 
clause nor, therefore, by the decision of the majority of 
the Tribunal. 12. Williston on Contracts §1459, pp. 77-84 
(3d ed. 1970). Claimants are entitled to amend their 
Statements of Claim to allege non-contractual claims 
arising out of the same transactions already set forth in 
their Statements of Claim• unless the Tribunal considers 
such amendments inappropriate .. Tribunal Rule 20; see 
SA Corbin on Contracts §1219, p. 459 (1964). 



consistent with General Principle B of the General 

Declaration, common sense and legal principles. 

The majority position that "neither of the two 

possible interpretations gives any sensible meaning 11 to the 

wor.d "binding" and therefore the word is simply "redundant," 

is indefensible. The majority itself concedes elsewhere 

in its opinion that "the word 'contract' can be interpreted 

as referring solely to a clause in a contract· .... " Having 

made that concession, the majority inexplicably rejects 

such an interpretation so as to r:ender the term meaningless. 

Even if the language could be considered ambiguous, 

under the Vienna Convention, there should be recourse to "the 

preparatory work of the treaty and. the circumstances of its 

conclusion" in order to derive the meaning of the language .. 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969), Article 32. 

The.uncontradicted evidence before the Tribunal of the 

"circumstances" surrounding the insertion of the term 

"binding" to:modify "contract" consists of a declaration 

of: Warren Christopher, the Chief United States negotiator 

of the Al.giers Declarations and the then United States 

Deputy Secretary of State. His account of. the negotiating 

history of the Claims Settlement Declaration is unchallenged. 

According to Mr. Christopher, the: United States 

refused to agree to proposals to exclude from the juris-

................. diction .o.f ..... the ..•. pr.opos~4 't';:;.pun~l<.c; .. ~.~s :P.a.S:.~d .o.n .. 

contracts with Iranian courts clauses, unless Iran would 

also agree "to allow the new tribunal to decide ... 

whether a particular contract required under all the 

circumstances that a given claim should be 
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adjudicated by an Iranian court rather than by the tribunal 

itself." (Emphasis added). This United States position 

was communicated to the Algerian intermediaries who, 

acting on behalf of both Governments in these negotiations, 

presumably communicated it in turn to the Iranians.!.£/ 

Iran then formally proposed to exclude from the 

jurisdiction of the Tribunal claims based on contracts 

with Iranian courts clauses, thereby apparently reflecting 

a recent promulgation of the Iranian Majlis. 

The United States unqualifiedly rejected such a proposal. 

Instead, the United States· suggested amending Art. II, 

paragraph l,by adding the following language, which is 

similar to that now found there: "and excluding claims 

arising under contracts specifically providing that any 

disputes thereunder shall be. within the sole jurisdiction: 

of the competent Iranian _or U.S. courts . ." The United 

States further proposed modifying the General Declaration 

····· ·~ ·me such ·a:way_··a.s:.::::::t:oc··1·ea·v·e~.:n::::::e~f:e:ct.=tna · atta..c.mnen~s=:.4n~····_· -~----~-

tr'nJ.:1teasttate·s·ceur'tsof t:hes~e±aJ.mants·whose...cel aims·we·re-'· 

excluded from the Tribunal Is jurisdiction., Iran. rejected 

the latter proposal. The United States agreed to drop 

it.s demand. for the maintenance of the attachments when 

. lDl-we····· cannot pres'wne tha.1:·· the Aiger±ans fa.ilea ······· ···· ···· ······· ······························· ·············· ····· ·········· · ····· iii their· res_;. 
.. , ... ,popsi,pili til:!$:to :communica.te ···,·.·acc.urately:,the·. posi:t:ions of······· 

each of the Governments to the Other. . There . is no sug
gestion of such a failure. Iran never asserted it was 
unaware of the intent of the tJni.ted States. 
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Iran agreed to the addition of the word "binding" 

before "contract." The word "binding" was inserted, and 

insisted upon by the United States, in order for the 

Tribunal to be "free to rule 11 on the enforceability of 

the Iranian courts clauses. Mr. Christopher, in his 

declaration, also asserts that the "changed circumstances" 

language in Article V was included at the request of the 

United. States to further insure that the Tribunal would 

determine the enforceability of the forum-selection 

clauses in the light of post-contract conditions. 

Iran having accepted the United States p.roposal to add 

the word "binding," objected to the reference to -"U.S. " 

courts. The United States then accepted the deletion of 

"or tJ. S . II!._ Finally, a; phrase was added to indicate that 

the provision was "in response to," though not necessarily 

in accordance with, "the. Maj lis pas :Ltion. " 

These aspects of the negotiation by themselves show that 

there was· a constant exchange of positions, in which both 

----- -- --- -~ --s-i-des= --b-arg-aj:n~~n:=-th~J;z=su~-C$~~fUl_-_---e ~*s~~-n Stimma-te- ----- --- ------ ---- --- - --

.. a~t::.z-.ec:t:y,.J:.ead.1.ng..c·tre-a-cre£ease ef Ame:r:ican h-os tage'S , · · the 

rert:.urn of certa.i.11 Iranian assets, and ... the establishment of 

a claims settlement mechanism. As a part of the bargaining, 

- Iran agreed to the word "binding." In view of the. negotiations 

··· · --·· .. <: unrealist-±c->· to asst.rine that.·. rran: was· oblivious·· to the word• s · · 

significance. Indeed, the majority somehow assumes Iran's 

ignorance of the intent of the United States in adding the word 

"binding," without any evidence submitted by Iran suggesting 

such ignorance. Thus, the evidence demonstrates that Iran's 
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agreement must have been on the basis of the understanding 

of the United States of the meaning and significance of 

the term "binding." ll/ Any other conclusion would mean 

that the United States gave up an important position for 

a. word that had no meaning -- a totally unreasonable 

assumption. Moreover where, as here, the intent of one 

party to an agreement is known, or should have been known, 

by the other, who then raises no objection, the agreement 

is to be construed in light of the first party's intent. 

~' 1 Corbin on Contracts §106 p. 476 (1963) (A 

party may be bound in accordance with the understanding• 

of the: other party if he 11 'knew or had reason to know'" 

the latter's intention and understanding.) 121 Certainly, 

in light. of the evidence, Iran knew or had reason to know 

the si.gnificance the United States attached to the word 

"binding." 

Accordingly, the uncontradicted evidence of the 

negotiating history of the Treaty clause in question, as 

well as the other applicable interpretative criteria, 

-· Tl/The m~-j~;ity;s view that the intent of the United States 
should have been expressed more precisely simply ignores 
the conditions under which the Treaty was negotiated. The 
around.-the-clock negotiations involving incr.edibly compLi
cated .. financial transactions, huge sums of money and many 

············ ····· . ··-···· , ..... ba·nk··s'"·t·····±:n .. -... -add;i; .. t:i: .. en .. ,-t:e .... , ... the····GeV"e·:l;'l'1ffle1"1-i:!'S·-,.- .. , .. J:iae:· .. ··t:·e···--,be----,--e .. eft·a'l:J:e·t:ed--· .............. . 
among a number of distant cities through. an intermediarv, 

.• ............. ·.· ..... ·.· .. ·· .. ·· ... ···.·.···.·· .......... ···· .... ··· .... under· .. ······s·e"J'ere··time.... i::lrsn .. str,a'd.nts ... and unde .. r·the .... ···gi·are:··· o·f wi·de•············· · 
............................... ~J?;"~Ea.d... ~u,b.+~q., A-i;"t!arl:t.~pJl ..• ,,., .. 

121Even if Mr. Christopher's statement is considered the 
unexpressed intent of one party that is not disposi.tive, 
the understanding of one of the parties of the meaning of 
contract terms is relevant, VII Wigmore, Evidence 
§1971 p. 111 (1940), especiallv when no contrary 
evidence is sub~itted. · 
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compel an interpretation which gives to the Tribunal the 

task of determining the enforceability of a choice-of

forum clause in connection with a resolution of the 

Tribunal's jurisdiction over a claim. 

The majority asserts, without legal citation, that 

it is not the function of international tribunals to 

determine the validity of choice-of-forum clauses. Of 

course, as the majority's own opinions demonstrate, this 

Tribunal must determine its own. jurisdiction. Moreover, 

international tribunals have considered issues involving 

the validity of clauses concerning jurisdiction. See Simpson 

and Fox, International Arbitration 117-122. (1959) (dis

cussion of decisions concerning Calvo clauses); cf •. Chorzow -· . 

Factory Case P.C.I.J., Ser. A, No. 8 at p. 30 (1927). 

Giving the. Tribunal the right to determine the validity 

of forum-selection clauses in light of changed circumstances 

or conditions in Iran does not render the exclusion clause of 

Ar:ticle II,paragraph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration 

nugatory. At the. time of the Treaty, no one could know what 

-·-- Iran.='s=position would be· as to whether there were sufficient 

changed circumstances or conditions such as to render the 

forum-selection clauses unenforceable.. Indeed, Iran has yet 

,,,,, .. ,,. ·····to·· expre·s·s·· to''"tlie"' Tribun'al "a.'·''po"si"tion" on'' the.s'e'"''"is s~es ~ .... ~ore~, .... . ......... . 
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at the time the Tribunal would consider the validity of 

the forum-selection clauses. Thus, by allowing the 

Tribunal to determine at a future date the validity of 

the forum-selection clauses, the parties to the Treaty 

acknowledged the dual possibility that such clauses would 

or would not be given effect. That is the whole purpose, 

I submit, of the insertion of the word "binding." 

The Choice-of-Forum Clause is lJnenforceable 

The choice-of-forum clauses in issue are unenforceable 

because of the application of two related but independent 

principles -- there were "changed circumstances" and 

the designated forum does not provide claimants a meaning

ful. opportun±ty f.or effective. relief. 13 / See Carvalho v. 

Hull Blyth (Angola) Ltd [19791 3 All E.R. 280, 285; 

Fisheries Jurisdiction Cases [1973] I.C.J. Repts. 1, 33 

( sep. op. Fitzmaurice) ; Law v. Garrett 8 Ch. D . 2 6 , 3 8 

(1878); Ellinger v. Guinness, Mahon & Co. lCh.D. 1939] 4 

Al.l.. E.R ... 16, 23-24; The Bremen v. Off-Shore Co. , 

131Moreover, a p:r~per ~nalysis would require examination 
of a third issue, at least if. raised, --"whether the 
parties have effectively agreed upon a choice of forum 
clause." See I. Delaurne, Transnational Contracts §6 .13 
(1981); ll Colum. J. Transnat.1 1 L. 449, 455 (1972) . 

.... , .............. ···· · ....... , ........ Th·:±:s'"""·••:ta;tter··"""±·ssu·e"'· .. ,ean···· .. 0n:J:·y"'····-be, .. , .. ,,re·s·e±'V'ed,,,ait·e~, ...... e,*amin•i.a•e;··........ . ...... . ................ ,, ... ,, .... _ .. . 
the facts of· each case- in order to determine if. there 

···.······ .... ··········wa's f'ree cott:S'e"ht···· 'to:. the.:·c1ause'·or· whether·, 1.t········was•cc,,&Gk@SJ.lle•-

················ ································· :.,·ef iin.~·~~sit~·~·~~!E!th~~~i~1~~Rt~i~~i;·1!~~:BfiIPte~lti;h~•·i~·.•··••.··.•··I· .... , 
because, the Tribunal would have to resolve it in each 
case in which such an issue is raised before decidinq 
the issue of jurisdiction based on a forum-selection 
clause. 
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407 U.S. l (1972) (no enforcement if "unreasonable and 

t.1nj tlSt 11 ) , I Delaume, Transnational Contracts § 6 . 17 

(1981); 11 Colum. J. Transnat'l L. 448, 454 (1972); 

8 Halsbury's Laws of England §§792-793, pp. 509-

511 (1974) . 

With regard to the doctrine of changed circumstances, 

the claimants and the United States submitted evidence 

showing that the Iranian judicial system is fundamentally 

different from that which was in existence when the con

tracts in issue were entered into. This evidence is uncon

tradicted. As the English Court of Appeal noted. in Carvalho 

v. Hull Blvth (Angola) Ltd (1979] 3 All E.R. 280, 285 

(Browne, L.J.),the test to determine whether a choice-of

forum provision is enforceable is whether the parties 

would have agreed to include such. a clause had they known 

at. the time they entered into the contract of the changes 

that would be made in the judicial system by the 

time the clause was sought to be enforced. 

It seems unlikely that United States nationals would 

have agreed to submit disputes to Iranian courts under 

today's conditions. At the time· claimants entered .into 

their contracts. (prior to the• 1979 Revolution in. Iran) , 

claimants were· protected by the 1955 Treaty of· Amity, 

Economic Relations, and Consular· Rights, 8 U.S.T. 899, 
·· ..... ·.-.. ·.·.· ..... ·· .... : .... ·· ....................... : .. · ............. · ......... · ................ : ................. ::·········· 

284 O.N-.T.S. 93, between· Iran and the United States 

which guaranteed~ Oni.ted States Nationals certain rights 

in, I.ran, including equal access to courts. That treaty, 

although not teZ'!ninated, is no longer being observed. 
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case c~ncerning United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff i~ 

Tehran, (Judgment) [1980] I.C.J. Rpts. 3, 32, 36. The evidence 

shows that the laws and the judiciary of Iran have changed 

substantially since the contracts in issue were entered into. 

:v1oreover, there is some question as to whether persons may 

freely enter Iran in connection with cases. Iran h<:?-s not sub

mitted any evidence disputing allegations concerning 

changes in its laws and system. Thus, the uncontradicted 

evidence shows the kind of change of circumstances which 

should reqt1ire invalidation of the choice of forum clauses. 

The change of circumstances must be measured from the 

date of the contracts in issue, not from the date of the 

Treaty. There is nothing in the Treaty to suggest that 

the United States did or· could impose on a claimant a 

date from. which to measure the change of circumstances 

other than the date of the claimant's contract. Indeed, 

the doctrine of changed circumstances is premised on a 

contracting parties entered into the coni:ract which is 

at issue. ~. e.g. Carvalho v. Hull Blyth (Angola) Ltd 

ll979] 3 All E.R. 280, 285; see also Restatement (Second) 

of Foreign Relations Law of the United States, §15 3. 

·•··.·.en•forc·ea.biiity-iof· ··a;·•········Treaty, provd.:s·io~ :aga±ns•t.-:one,·of:·theT· :······ 

two Governments would likely run from the date of the 
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Treaty. See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) 

Art. 62. But here we deal with provisions of contracts with 

pri.vate claimants who are not parties to the Treaty. Thus, 

the doctrine of changed circumstances as applied to the 

claimants could only run from the date of their contracts. 

Had the Governments intended such an unusual concept as 

limiting the doctrine of changed circumstances so that it 

would begin to run from a date later than the normal date, 

they would have so provided. They did. not. Accordingly, 

the changed circumstances doctrine must be measured from 

the date of the "binding contract" in issue. 

Even if one measured the.change of circumstances from the 

date of the Treaty, however, the uncontradicted evidence sug

gests new and significant developments in the Iranian. legal. 

system from that date. Evidence submitted to the Tribunal 

shows that in August. of. 1982 it was announced in Iran that 

laws contrary to religious l.aws are: deemed repealed and. that 

judges were to issue judgments on the basis of Islamic 

Judges· were also authorized to refer matters 

··Tl.ffies ; vo r:-x:rr,···Na·;· 2tt·-{August•--z/7 1 ---1982+-i-~-~--a-1se~-- - --- -. ---------- .. -- ----

Tehran Domestic Service, Aug. 23, 1982, as reported in 

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Aug. 24, 1982 at I4-5~; 

.. Offic.ic:i,l g.a;et.te, yol. 14, No. 445 pp. 128-2.9, Decision No . 

. l/ll.43--25-1--1360 (siir:tiJ.'3.r a.nI19µncement 1::ly t!le ___ C:c:rn.r1,cil of 

the Guardians of·· the Constitution in March, 1981 ----after 

the date of the Treaty.) 141 Certainly, after the revolution 

141There has been no objection to or challenge to the 
accuracy of these documents and. citations submitted 
by Claimants and the United States. 
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The Choice-of-Forum Clause Must "Specifically" Provide That 

The Dispute Be Within the "Sole" Jurisdiction of "Competent 

Iranian Courts" 

The majority opinion is premised on the view that the 

Parties in the Claims Settlement Declaration automatically 

excluded. claims arising under contracts which contained the 

specific provision that disputes arising under such contracts 

be within the sole jurisdiction of competent Iranian courts. 

According to the majority, the validity of the provision does 

not matter so long as the specific words are in the contract. 

Under the majority's theory, the words could have been any 

words. Thus, to be consistent with this theory, the majority 

must find the precise provision in the contract in issue before 

relinquishing jurisdiction over a claim arising under that 

contract. In some cases, the majority acknowledges the require

ment that the clause "speci.fically" provide for "sole" juris

diction of Iranian courts~ But in other cases, the majority 

ignores its own logic and reasoning. 

Even if, as the majority holds, the Tribunal may have 

···· · ... · forum-'sretection~cTause regardless of ·wneen:e:r such clause 

is enforceable, unless the contract provides "specifically'' 

and without any ambiguity that all disputes arising out 

of the contract in issue are to be submitted solely to 

......................................... , ......... , ................... . 

. · ... Thus' if the forum- sefection ciiiise refers only to 

some disputes relating to the contract or provides for 

dispute mechanisms other than or in addition to competent 

Iranian courts or is otherwise ambiguous, the Tribunal 

should not relinquish jurisdiction over the claim~ 
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Case 121 

In Case 121, the so called "Rice Contract" provides "any 

dispute arising from the execution of this agreement, if 

not settled amicably, shall be resolved through the 

Iranian legal authorities." This clause does not provide 

that all. disputes be directed to Iranian courts; it only 

refers to Iranian courts disputes "arising from the 

execution of this agreement." 

In order for a claim to be excluded from Tribunal 

jurisdiction, the treaty requires that all. disputes under 

the contract specifically be within the sole jurisdiction . 

of Iranian courts; hence, referring to Iranian courts 

only issues of performance or only issues of validity or 

only issues of interpretation. is· not sufficient to exclude 

the claim from jurisdiction.. Issues of interpretation·, 

validity and. performance are distinct. That is why the 

authors of the Model Arbitration Clause referred to in the 

WCI'l'RAL Arbitration Rul.es (United Nations 1977) were careful 

~---t:~~c~oYer "[aJ~n¥" dispute, controversy or claim arising out of. or. 

re.lating" to ... thiscontract# or .the breach termination .. or inYali

dity thereof .... " (emphasis added). Such a clause suggests 

recognition ofi the risk that a narrowly drafted 

arbitration clause would not constitute a. referral to. 

arbitration of all possible issues arising unciera contract. 

may not. cover. disputes involving interpretation or per

formance of the agreement. If II execution 11 means performance, 

as suggested by the majority without discussion, then the 
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clause does not necessarily cover questions concerninq the 

validity or interpretation of the contract. The fact that 

the issues may often overlap does not mean they always do. 

If, as is sometimes the case, the issue is solely one of 

interpretation or validity, then all disputes under the 

contract are not within the sole jurisdiction of Iranian 

courts. The majority defies law and reason when it 

asserts that questions of interpretation or validity not 

arising from performance are not disputes under the. contract. 

Any dispute a.bout the contract, whether submitted by a 

request for declaratory relief or otherwise is a dispute arising 

under the contract. Under what else would the dispute 

arise? Thus, since the clause omits various types. of 

disputes: that could. arise under the contra~t, the clause 

lacks the breadth required by· the Treaty to. divest the 

Tribunal of jurisdiction over the claim.. ~ Majority 

Decision in. Case 159',. 

The clause in Case 12L does not "specifically" 

pr.ovide that all. disputes shall be within the sole juris-

dictio.n of competent Iranian courts. Rather, i.t refers 

ta resolution. "through Iranian legal authorities. 11 The 

term II legal. authorities" is am.bi.quo.us. One might assume. 

that it means courts. ·Yet, recent reports of Iranian law 

submitted by Claimants suggest. that cas.es may be referred 
.... ··················-·················· .. .. : .. : ............ .-............ · ... _ _.._.._, .. _____ ...... : ... _ ......... _. .... _ .. . 

................ to .11 religious ... ⇒ uridica.l .. experts . of ... the. Council o.f .. Guardi.;!.D.S. 

who. are ~ legal authorities for such determinations II or 

11 to the office of Ayatollah Khomeini." International Iran 

Tim.,ll, Vol XII No. 24, (August 27, 1982) (emphasis added). 
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Thus, "legal authorities" is a term sufficiently broad to 

include administrative procedures or other non-judicial 

mechanisms. It does not necessarily mean "competent 

courts. 11161 

The jurisdictional issues as to the so called "Cement 

Contractl' are the same as those applicable to the 11 Rice 

Contract." Although tha English version of the Cement 

Contract uses the words "Iranian Judicial. courts" for the 

same Persian words translated into English in the Rice 

Contract as "legal authorities," the correct translation 

of the term. in the Cement Contract· should also be "'legal 

authorities." The term II legal. authorities" in Persian, 

which. ia contained in. both contracts, is different than 

the· Persian term· f o:c:· "courts •. 11 B. Keshavarz , English

Pers.ian Law Dictionary· 24, 61, 133-34 (1977) . 

Thus, the incorrect: translation cannot. be the basis. for 

finding a clause sufficient to oust the Tribunal.. of. 

jurisdic.ti.on •. 

selection C'lause-,_ courts· w:tll often· not enforce the clause. 

~ I De-laume, Transnational Contracts §6.14 (1981) . 

. Sux:·ely the clause in questi.on. is an ambiguous one. The 

•.. ,.... ,.w~th,. -SP.e.9-i.ti~, .. ma.,t.t~rs,. a.nd ~heir ...••.•... qecis .. io.ns< are enfo.rc.e.~•-···•··············· 
able but do not falL under the category of courts. ·The 
said commissions· are as follows: (1) Taxation Commissions 
[tax disputes invol•-ring taxpayers: -- including the right 
of· appeal] .... (2) Municipality Commissions lmunicipal 
dues and surchargesJ ... (3) Customs Commissions ... 
(4) Eminent Domain Commissions ... " Sabi "The Commercial 
Laws of Iran II p. 3 9 ( 197'3) in IV trelson, Dicrest of 
Commercial Laws of the Wo~ (1982). 
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Tribunal needs evidence of what the clause was intended to 

and does cover in order to determine its meaning. The 

·rribunal received no such evidence, '1 et, based on no 

evidence, the majority simply speculates that there are no 

"legal. authorities II other than "competent courts." It 

is disquieting to see any decision made in the absence of 

or contrary to the evidence before the Tribunal. 

Accordingly, I dissent from the decision in Case 

121 (Parts II and III of the majority opinion) on these 

additional grounds. 

Case 140 

In Case 140, the clause in.the "BHRC. Contract" 

refers the dispute to a committee for resolution. The 

committee is to render a "judgment." Only then may a 

par.ty· resort. to competent courts. in Iran e Without. any 

evidence, the majority asserts. that. the commi tteer ca11not 

be compared with an. arbitration. procedure.. The Treaty 

doesr not requi.re, an arbitration procedure . The Treaty 

.. · ....... ·.· .... af.mac.ompetent. ~.ra·n~i.a.n:-~e~'icl.*~~~r~ ....... !iE!~~·:r::::::tle~9:J;':~~t.t3.ec~att~r 

can be referred. to. the Iranian courts, itmus~be submitted to 

the jurisdiction of another· body whi.ch is not a court and 

whi.ch ~- render. a; judgment•- The fact that a oartv can - - . 

reducing words to a "redundancy," has selectively done so 

with. the Treaty words "spe.cifically" and "sole jurisdiction." 
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Accordingly, I dissent from the decision in Case 140 

(Part III of the majority opinion) on this additional 

ground. 171 

Conclusion 

I would hold that the Tribunal retains jurisdiction 

over each of the claims under review. 181 

I dissent from the following portions of "Inter

locutory Award [ s ] 11 concerning jurisdiction: Part III of 

the majority opinion. in case No. 51; Parts rr and III 

of the- majority opinion in Case- No. 121; Part III of the. 

majority opinion in Case No. 140; and Part II of the 

majority opinion in Case No. 293 .. I concur in the results 

of the decisions in aJ..l. other portions of the "Interlocutory 

Award[s]" in Case Nos •. 6, 51, 68, 121., 140, 159, 254, 293 

and 466 upholding: jurisdiction over claims. 

Richard M. Mask_ 

171 r. cannot understand the~ majoz:ity' s, wJ.11.ingness to 
overl.ook. Respondent' s: apparent assertion to an 
American court. that tha Tribunal., had jurisdiction 
over the claim while taking a contrary position 
before this Tribunal.- "' [I] nternational jurisprudence 
has. a. place for some ;:-ecognition of the principle that . 

..... ~~~~=":~~:±~~~~i=·e·~-~~~"1·~~-~~~t~·.~.~~t,6;E,~l~-:.~~,e,:·i,~-~~;~~ .. ~ . ., ... , ···· ······· ... ., ......... ,.,, .......... . 
national Tribunals and its Relation to Acauiescence 

.::!·~~·:t:~.~:········~~:.·I•~•~·~~;:~t=~-.f::~ ... ~.~-s··~·~e~::=~·t:~:~l ... "o.f .... ············•·.•··········· 
· ··· .. ·.the doctrine of estoppal.···.§!!:• Cheng-, ~.l Pririci.E,_le__! ··· 

of Law as A lied b International Cou:r't.s and Tribunals 
14 - 2 3) ; MacGi bon, Estop:,:e in International -·Law, 
7 Int' 1 and Comp. L.Q 468 rnE" ; ·see Argentine-Chile -
Frontier Case' XVI R .. Int I 1 Arb. Awards 115' l647r966) . 
~uch a principle should be. applicable to a contested 
issue of jurisdiction arising out of the interpretation 
of a treaty. · 

lS/ I also agree with the reasoning of my colleague, 
Howard M. Holtzmann. 




